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this feature may not be available on all computing systems. please check with the
system vendor to determine if your system delivers this feature, or reference the

system specifications (motherboard, processor, chipset, power supply, hdd,
graphics controller, memory, bios, drivers, virtual machine monitor-vmm, platform
software, and/or operating system) for feature compatibility. the error report result
will be stored in the filename-\hdstore log file specified in the storage property of

the serialport driver. the storage property of the serialport driver is usually located
at the registry key. to perform a storage query on the driver's storage properties,
which may be stored at the registry key: the intel xeon 6238 2.1ghz twenty two

core processor enhances the performance and the speed of your system.
additionally, the virtualization technology enables migration of more environments.

it supports enhanced speedstep technology that allows tradeoffs to be made
between performance and power consumption. its thermal monitoring technologies
protect the processor package and the system from thermal failure through several
thermal management features. the vt-x with extended page tables (ept) also known

as second level address translation (slat), provides acceleration for memory
intensive virtualized applications. packed with more features, the xeon 6238 2.1ghz

twenty two core processor is the ideal choice for virtually all of your data
demanding or standard enterprise infrastructure applications.
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the genes related to cl in humans are sometimes related to the similar phenotype in
mice. therefore, the mouse model with cl may be useful for the study of human cl.
genes associated with cl in humans were identified by the systematic review and

mgi database search. the identified genes may be used to help develop new
therapeutic strategies to treat cl in humans. we identified genes related to cl in

mice using a systematic literature review and mgi database search. the systematic
review and mgi database search identified a total of 55 genes (table 1 ). among

them, 39 genes were identified in mice with cl/p resulting from a single gene
deficiency (table 1 and table 2 ). there are nine spontaneous cl/p mouse lines (four

genes after excluding any duplicated genes; five mouse lines with spontaneous
mutations in cl-associated genes and four mouse lines with spontaneous mutations

in unknown gene and loci). the penetrance of cl/p in spontaneous mouse lines is
quite low (less than 40%) (table 2 ). ten compound mutant mice (mice with two

mutant genes; 12 genes after excluding any duplicated genes) exhibited cl (table 3
). among these 55 cl-associated genes, 20.0% (11 out of 55 genes) were common in

the systematic review and mgi database search. there were 14 genes (25.5%, 14
out of 55 genes) and 30 genes (54.5%, 30 out of 55 genes) uniquely identified

through the systematic review and mgi search, respectively (fig. 2 ). the genetic
factors related to cl in humans are sometimes related to the similar phenotype in
mice. therefore, the mouse model with cl may be useful for the study of human cl.

genes related to cl in humans were identified by the systematic review and mgi
database search. the identified genes may be used to help develop new therapeutic

strategies to treat cl in humans. 5ec8ef588b
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